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Abstract
]tow do multibody systems move ill free-fall? For instance, when
a cat falls, it flips over before it reaches the grotmd. How does it do
that? Multlbody systems in fl'ee-fall move very differently than robols
which are bolted to the ground. Once a robot with a fixed base stops
moving, the link positions can be determined by kinematics alone.
This is not true for a robot or multibody system in fl'ee-fall, The
final link positions of a robot in space depend on the link trajectories
during the motion as well as its kinematics. Kinematics and dynamics
are tightly coupled for multibody systems in fi'ee-fa]]. Givoll the._o
difficulties, how can we plan motions for ntulHbody systems in tree-
fall?
The proposed research will center on several issues necessary to
pla.n and execute motions for multibody systems in free-fall.
1. What motions ar_ possibl_ for a multibodg system in fi'tE-fall', e
Mathematical techniques from nonlinear control theory will be
used to study the nature of the system dynamics and its possible
motions.
2. How can we plan the link motions and joint torques necessary
to more from one configuration to another? Optimization tech-
niques will be applied to plan motions.
3. How can u't store precomputc:d motion plans _ff_ci_ ntly? Since it
is unlikely that motion plans can be computed in real tilne, pre-
computation will be necessary. Image compression techniques
are proposed to compress the precomputed motion data for stor-
age.
4. Onct a motion i.s planned, how can the sy.stem execut_ the motion
faithfully? A linearized controller will be devised to control the
system while it executes preplanned trajectories.
Symbolic manipulation techniques will be used in the research (where
practical) to reduce chances for algebraic errors and to make the ap-
proach easier to apply to new multibod," systems in free-fall.
The proposed research applies to a number of activities. Most
obviously, it can be used to plan motions for robots in space. It can
be used to plan limb motions to reorient astronauts. The research may
also be useful to plan the movements of airborne divers, gymnasls, and
jumpers.
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1.1 Purpose
Tile motion of ground-based robots is reasonably well understood. The llii-
derlying kinematic and dynamic analysis relies on tile fact that robots are
bolted to the floor--which will not move appreciably despile the motions of
the robots. This is not true for robots in space.._Iore generally, 1his is _lot
true for multil)ody systems in free-fall. \Vhen a nmltil)ody syslem is nol
attached lo the earth, its motions are considerably more complex lhan its
ground-based counterparts. The dynamics and kinematics become im'xt rica-
bly coupled.
Planning motions for multibody systems in free-fall is more difficult lhan for
fixed-base robots largely because of the interaction of the kinematics and
dynamics. Planning feasible or optimal trajectories will require extensive
off-line computation and cannot be done in real time. A way is needed
to precompute and store the possible motions so that the possibilities can
be retrieved later and used quickly for real-time planning and execution
purposes.
The purpose of this research is to develop an end-to-end system that can be
applied to a multibody system in free-fall to analyze its possible motions.
save those motions in a database, and design a controller that can execute
those motions. A goal is for the process to be highly automated and involve
little human intervention. Ideally, the output of the system would be data
and algorithms that could be put in ROM to control the nmltibody system
in free-fall.
This research applies to more than just robots in space. It applies to any
multibody system in free-falL This includes astronauts in space, falling mech-
anisms, athletes in jumps or dives, and airborne gymnasts.
1.2 Motivation
w
To illustrate the complexities and potential of the types of motiotJ that will
be addressed by this research, consider the Mlowing examples.
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Falling cat problem
When a cat is held upside down and dropped, il manages to turn itself
rightside up before it lands. This well-known phenomenon has long intrigue_l
children and scientists. Thomas I,_ane resolved the question in 1969 with a
dynamic simulation thai showed the motions necessary 1o lurn the cat over
during its fall [:15]. llis dynamic simulation involved only two bodies l)uT
duplicated the complex motion of the cat during the maneuver.
Astronaut attitude change maneuvers
Astronauts are t auglll a series of maneuvers thai allow _hem to change their
orientation while in free-fall..\gain, it was Kane who developed these ma-
neuvers [36, aT]. For each of the desired rotations (pitch. roll, and yaw).
he developed simplified equations of motion and then analyzed them to de-
termine what cycles of limb motions were necessary to give the desired ori-
entation change. The result was several cycles of simple limb motions thai
produce orientation changes about the desired axis.
Divers, Gymnasts, and Jumpers
Some of the most complex motions of systems in flee-fall occur when spring-
board divers are in the air [21, 132, 133. 134, 135]. Gymnasts and ath-
letes perform similar maneuvers while in the air during their activities. The
movements of high jumpers while off the ground are also complex. The "Fos-
bur5 Flop" revolutionized high jumping by ilnproved nlaneuvers while in the
air[125].
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Robot servicing in space
Using robots to service satellites in orbit is a goal of NASA [56, 101]. Several
robot designs have been proposed which involve complex arms attached to
large bodies with control-moment gyros and thrusters for maneuvering and
station-keeping [8, 33.57.58]. These approaches to motion control have their
drawbacks. Control-moment gyros are complex and expensive. Thrusters
3
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produce l)lunws which may ilnl>illg_' on delicate e(luil)nWtlt, ll techniques
could be developed to plan and execute attitude and configuration changes
via limb motions, simpler, safer, and less expensive servicing systems could
be designed.
r _
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\2 Current Approaches (Literature Review)
).lany researchers have addressed various asl)eC! s of t h is resea rch. l:_eleva n t
research is reviewed l)elow.
: _:z:
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2.1 Motion Planning and Control for Robots in free-
fall
Only a few researchers have directly addressed the prol)lem of how to plan
and control motions of a robot or nmhil_od3 s.vstem in free-fall.
Kane's work in astronaut maneuvering has ah'eady been mentioned. This
research was reported in 1970-72 [36. 37]. tle worked out the equations of
motion for the hmnan body and simplified them lot the desired rotations of
the body trunk. The resulting cyclic motions are interesting and useful but
very different from the types of motion desired in this research. In arty case.
his work was specific to the human body and did not address the question
of general configuration change of multibody systems in fl'ee-fall.
Longman. Lindl)erg. and Zedd considered a robot arm mounted to a salellite
and developed special kinematics that dealt with the dynandcs-kinematics
interaction problem [57. 54, 58]. They assume the satellite base body con-
tains reaction wheels to keep it fi'om rotating when the arm moves. Their
kinematics compensate for the translational movement of the base during
movements of the arm. Their kinematic simplifications depend on the ab-
sence of base rotation and do not generalize to nmltibody systems without
reaction wheels.
Vafa and Dubowsky developed the t,irlual manipulator technique for analyz-
ing the kinematics and dynamics of robots in space [117. llS, 119. 120. 121.
80]. They devised a way to construct an imaginary manipulator with dimen-
sions and inertial characteristics related to the actual system. The motion
of the imaginary system and the re;al system are closely related and exactly
the same for one point of the actual manipulator (such as the end effector).
Once the position of this common point is determined, the necessary virtual
manipulator configuration is easily computed and then the corresponding
joint positions of the actual system can be determined. The dynamics of
5
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virtual manipulators also have the advantage tba! the ,:'onscrvalion of lin-
ear nlomentum is implicitly integrated and eliminated frorn the equations
of motion. Unfortunately, this approach does not provide any solutions for
how to move from one configuration to another. ]n other words, the vh'tua]
manipulator approach can be used to determine the final joint positions to
accomplish some ta.-:k but is not very helpful in determining the necessary
joint motions lo move from the starting configuration to t l,e final ,:onfigura-
tion. They did al)plythis technique to manipulator motion planning by using
small cyclic motions to produce sinai] motions of the manipulator base. Al-
though this apI)roach is useful for planning the motion of space manipulator
end effectors, it has limited usefuhless for planning ]arge motions in which
the entire final configuraiioll ix specified (such as in gymnastics).
Given an end effector position that can be reached, the ,,irI_La] manipu]ator
al)proach can l)e used to determine the necessary joinl angles of the space
manil)u]ator to acheive that position.
l_Tmetani and 'tbshida studied continuous path control of manipulators. They
devised an ext.ended ,lacobian for kinematic analysis of the motion of the
end-effector [1].6]. The generalized .]acobian enforces the conservation of
linear and angular momentum .for the space manipulator. They use the
new .]acobian to plan continuous motions of the end-effector in space and
simulate them for a OMV (Orbital ,_Ianeuvering Vehicle.) This al)proach
has similar benefits and limitations as \'afa's work because it concentrates
on end-effector motion.
Nakamura and Mukherjee also addressed the problem of planning motions for
space robots [71]. Their work deals specifically with the nonho]onon]ic nature
of the conservation of angular momentum. They devise kinematics which
incorporate the linear and angular momentum and of the space manil)ulator.
They then devise a controller based on a Lyapunov function. Their approach
is promising but initial results were disappointing because the controller could
get stuck during the motion. They solved this problem in their later work
[72. 73] bv designing a hi-directional control algorithm. Unfortunately, the
resulting motions involve unusual cyclic motions and other peculiarities which
indicate that the motion is not very genera].
Sreenath and Krishnaprasad (among others) use Inathematical approaches
to attack the problem of controlling the motion of multil>ody systems in
-i -
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free-fall [102. 103.4.5. 131]. \Vhile these methods are diflicult l,_, understand.
they do appear to offer promising techniques. Unfortunately. their research
is not very useful to the proposed research because tile3 currently consider
only planar systems. In "'Nonlinear Control of Multibody Syst_'nls in Shape
Space," N. Sreenath indicates that extending their results to tht'oo space is
"definitely non-trivial.'" [102. p. 1780].
In a recent paper[(i7]..Murray and Sastry use ('how's theory and l,i¢' 1)rackels
to determine whether a molion is possible h)r a systena subject lo a llonholo-
heroic constraint linear in velocities. If the motion is possible. 1hey consl ruc!
a l)at h using sinusoidal pat h segments. They al)ply t heir technique t o !he me-
lion of planar systems in free ['all and to lhe nonholonomic vehic[e problem.
Their approach has useful insights and may be applicable to the l)rOl)osed
research but has not yet been applied to non-1)lanar motion.
2.2 Path Planning for Mobile Vehicles
An area related to the current research is path planning for mobile robots.
Much research has been devoted to planning land vehicle motion for indoor
and outdoor vehicles. Works wMch considers mobile vehicles as points are
not considered here since they are irrelevant to the proposed research. There
are a few researchers who address the nonholonomic nature of vehicles with
limited steering capabilities.
Laumond considers a nonholonomic vehicle and proves that it is possible to
plan collision free paths through a cluttered area by combining sets of small
cyclic motions [46]. In later work he showed that whenever it is possible
to plan a jagged path, it is also possible to plan a smooth path for the
same motion [47]. Barraquand and Latombe addressed similar issues and
devised planning techniques based on potential field techniques [,5]. They
apply their approach to difficult problems such as parallel parking a vehicle
with several trailers. They also applied their approach to robot arms with
many degrees of freedom. Similar research is covered by aacobs and ('anny
[30, 31]. This type of research has many insights to offer for nonholonomic
systems. Unfortunately, the nonholonon]ic constraint s due to limited steering
angles are simpler than t he nonholonomic constraints due to the conservation
of angular momentum. These approaches have not been applied to nmltibody
=t
systems in free-fall and it is not clear how al)plical)le they are.
2.3 Trajectory Planning and Control for Fixed-Base
Robots
An extensive amount of research has been done oil I)Ianning motiolls ['or
fixed-base robots. A sampling of this research is given in t lw references
[6. 17. :34.10.22.23, 78.64.74.75.91, 8.% .t)7.98. 100. 105. 11 1. 126. 127].
One of the most promising apl)roaches is l)res_mled b.v Tan and Ports [106.
107. 108J. Their approach does everythirtg. Their /echHique is inten(h'd
for fixed-base robots but is general enough to handle multibody syst_'ms
in flee-fall. Their technique handles full d.vnamic nonlinearities, actuator
limitations, joint constraints (position, veiocit,v, and jerk), avoids obstacles,
and incorporates an energy objective as well. This approach has not been
adapted to multibody systems in free-fall but appears useful for this research.
Another promising approach to planning optimal motions is given by Luus in
recent research on controlling chemical processes [61 ]. His approach is based
on dynamic programming and may be useful for the problem at hand. Luus
has applied his technique to problems with Ul) to eight nonlinear ordinary
differential equations and determined optimal controls with limits ou input
variables.
2.4 Tabular Planning and Control
Another area relevant to this research is precomputing motion data and stor-
ing for later use in planning and control. This is sometimes called a labulac
approach since motion data are precomputed and stored in tables for later
retrieval in planning or control. Very little has been clone in this area.
Raibert does use tabular techniques with some success for control of the
cyclic parts of motion of his one--legged lml)ping machine [81, 82, 83]. Tab-
ular techniques were also proposed by All)us [1, 2]. Hollerbach criticizes
tabular approaches in general (and these in particular) when he concludes
that dynamics simualtion codes can Ire made fast e_mttgh to run in real time
[27]. This criticism is not relevant to the proposed research. It may be pos-
=
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sible 1o sim_llale tile motion of muhil)o(ly system._ in Ir¢'e-lall t'a_ler lha! real
time if the torques or forces to apply at each act uator duri1_g the motion are
known before hand. The prol)osed research is to determine these actuator
inputs. This cannot be done in real-time using knowll techniques even on
super COll_l)uters.
2.5 Symbolic Manipulation
Symbolic mauilmlation offers researchers many opl)orllll_ities to improve t lw
quaility of their work b.v l)roduch_g resulL_ muc]) t_sz_,j IbaJ) is possible l)x
hand. reducing lhe chance of mathenlatical errors, aud allowing hamllileg of
more (llffic.h l)rol)lems. Applying syml)olic ma1_ilmlat[oi_ to rob(>! kiT_eTIlatics
and dynamics is not new.
Hussain and Noble used symbolic computation for forward and inverse kine-
matic analysis of specific robot geometries which assisted lhe user but still
required considerable interaction[28]. Direls developed a system for manip-
ulation of matrices with syml)olic entries and used this to analyze robot
kinematics [16]. Kircanski and Vukobratovic constructed a system using
FORTR AN- 77 to syml)olically gbnerate the forwa r(l kinemat ics and Jacobia n
of a robot but not the inverse kinematics solution [41]. Lloyd and I]ayward
applied MACSYMA to the same problem and derive kinematics for several
common robot architectures [55]. Tunstel an(1 Viva also use MACSYMA to
construct robot kinematics symbolically as an educational and design aid
[113]. They also introduce a number of rules (symbolically implemented)
that simpli_ the results.
Many researchers have also developed dynamic equat ions of mot ion for multi-
body systems symbolically. Liegois and company developed PL/1 software
to derive equations of motion using a Lagrangian formulation. Others have
written FORTRAN programs for symbolic generation of equations of mo-
tion for multibody systems using various approaches: Newton-Euler [43.44]
and Kane's equations [18]. Other similar work has been done by various
researchers [7, 11, 24, 26.29, 49.50.62, 66. 76, 77, 69.88, 90.94.95, 96, 109,
110, 111, 112,122, 128. 129. 136. 137] Others have applied sinfilar techniques
to sys terns wi t h flexi hie componen t s [12.59.115].._ la n3 of t hese sys terns gen-
erate the equations of motion encoded in a FORTRAN or C program suited
k_.
1o compiling and running for simulation purposes..h;yllll)oli( manil)ulalioll
has also been applied to control applications [9-1. 104. 107].
m
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2.6 Multibody Dynamics
_lldlil)ody Dynamics is a huge field. _Iany people have ,hwelol)ed wi,h'lv
varying approaches to the problem of simulating and cont roiling lnull ibody
systems. Seve,'al references cover ._lultil)ody dynamics in _letail [I. 19. 93.
85, 130]. Others. too numerous to melltion, deal with dynamics in gen-
eral and are apl_licable to multibody dynamics. All hough serious nltl]l ibody
dynamics research was done more than 80 years ago [20]. tlw field is no1 ex-
hausted. Recent developmenl s include many reeursive techniques for ill\el'se
dynamics with operations counts proportional to lhe number of elements
[3, 15.19, 25.27.38, ag. 5a. 60.65. s6, st. 124.123]. (.Most of these are based
on recursive Newton-Euler approaches: some are based on operation space
approaches [19, aa, s6, 87].)The most efficient of these approaches is given
by He and Goldenberg [2.5]. Their recursive technique requires .ql(n - 1) -6
multiplications and 86(77 - 1 ) - 10 additions, where n is the number of bod-
ies. The efficiency of these recursive techniques allows the computation of
joint torques necessary to producie desired motions in real-time for reasonably
complex systems. Forward dynamics algorithms are not quite as efficien| .vet
[48].
10
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3 Proposed Research
Before analyzing ! he prol)osed research in ,let a il. all overview may be hell)ful
to orient tile reader.
._._-
3.1 Overview
The goal of the research is to develop alkd t_'st a sy_tom whicl_ can ln'ecom-
put c. save. and execute mot ions for mull ilm, ly sysl OlllS ill fl'('('-fall. ]'lie I_lsi¢'
COml)onents of the research are listv, I below.
1. An alyze mot ion possibilities
2. hnplenlent simulation systeln
3. hnplement symbolic construction of equations of motion
4. Design optimal controls to accomplish motions
5. Iml)lement symbolic generation of optimal control scheme
6. Precompute motions between selected configurations
7. Aclapt compression techniques to compress motion data
8. Design linearized motion tracking control scheme
9. hnplement symbolic generation of linearized controller
10. Use simulation to verify linearized controller
11. Apply system to example multibody systems
3.2 Proposed Approach
3.2.1 Definitions
Several terms are used in specific ways in this proposal and are defined here.
The terms appear in italics in the following definitions.
Configuration (or pose) refers to the shape of the body as determined 1)3 the
joint positions. Orie,tatio, refers to the attitude of the system with respect
to some global reference frame. More precisely, orientation refers to the
attitude of some reference link of the body with respect to a global reference
frame. If a robot is bolted to the floor, there is no reason to make the
11
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disl hwt ion bet ween configurat ion and olqelllal it)l|. 01|ce the l,ase of a rol)o!
or multibody system is free to move witll respec! to the global reference
frame, this distinction becomes useful and important.
T!]picol Co_figuratio,s are configural ions of the mult[body system tha! occur
often during motions of the system and aro llsel'ul in studying and planning
its motions. For instance, a tuck is a typical configuration for divers. For
more detail, see Appendix A. page 32.
3lolim_.s refer Io nlovenleni from one colll]_ill;,1 ioll o[" configuration an_l ori-
entation to another combination of conliguration aml orientation, hi this
research, t hi.'_ will be accomplished st riot iv l,v .ioi_,t 1nol ions.
3.2.2 Analyze motion possibilities
What motions are possible for multibody systems in free-fall: That question
is central to this research. The possible motions depend on the nature of the
mechanism, the initial configuration and orienlation and the final configu-
ration and orientation. For instance, a mechanism with one revolute joint
(like a hinge) has a limited range of motion, h can open and close but the
axis of the hinge cannot l)e tilted by ol)ening an(I closing the hinge. This is
because its motion is holonomic. A nonholonomic system has more potential
motions. Consider a vehicle on the plane with a limited steering angle. The
fi'ont wheel imposes a motion constraint that is nonholonomic. The vehicle
has three degrees of fi'eedonl in the large but only two degrees of freedom at
any instant. Yet, by careful maneuvering, any position in the plane can be
reached. Multil)ody systems in fi'ee-fall nmst conserve angular momentum
because they have no external torques acting on them. The conservation
of angular monlentunl can be though! of as a nonholollomic constraint on
the motion of the system in free-fall. Depending on the character of the
angular momentum, a mechanism in fiee-fall may be able to move fi'om any
combination of configuration and orientation to any other combination of
configunation and orientation: or it may not--as in the case of a hinge in
free-fall. Obviously, since no external forces are used. the system center of
mass will not move either case.
This re'search will investigate this issue flu'ther and devise tests to be applied
to determine if each of the desired motions is possible. For example. Frobe-
1"2
nius"tlwowm can I)eal)l)lie¢lusing Lie bracketsIo evalual e the mmholonomic
natureofthe angular nlomentum (whether it is integrable) [51.5.71.99.70].
This can be done symbolically[42] since the angular momentum can be gem
erated symbolicall.v. Research ,,,`'ill also address the general controllability
and reachability for these systems. I_ sllould be holed that it is very difficult
to perform this type of research without symbolic manipulation due to tlw
co,nl)h'xity of the oquat torts of Illol toll ;itl,1 al_glllar tllOtlwttt unl.
v
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3.2.3 Implement simulation system
A basic part of the proposed research is a sillmlation ewciromnellt in which
the various components of the research will I,o implemented and tested. This
simulation system will allow t he user to cons1 rucl robot s from tin ks and .]oitlt s
and then simulate kinematics and dynanfics of tlie robots. The simulatiota
environment ',,,'ill be used to verify the resulting motion libraries and control
schemes. An extended description of how the simulation environment can be
used is included in Appendix A.
The initial implementation of the simulation environment will handle multi-
body systems composed of rigid hodies since that is the focus of this research.
To be even more useful, the simulation environment should also be able to
handle flexible members. The software design and inaplementation will make
provisions for fiiture expansion in this direction.
The software approach will be object-oriented and the code will be written
in an appropriate computer language such as C++. object-oriented Pascal.
or Ada. An important component of such a system is the graphical display.
These considerations and the goal of source-code portability indicate that
C++ and X-Windows might be a good choice.
3.2.4 Implement symbolic construction of equations of motion
A number of systems exist for studying the motion of nmltibody systems.
These include SD/Fast, SD/Exact. Autolev. DADS, and ADAMS. Others
are mentioned in the literature review. These systems simulate multibody
motions, and some generate (7 or FORTRAN code for simulation and con-
trol purposes. Unfortunately. the output of most of these systems is not
13
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directly suitable for further synlt)olic manipulation (for controls analysis, for
instance.)
The proposed system will generate equations of motion in symbolic form
suitable t"o1' further syml)olic manil)ulation. (.-\ few of the systelns lnentiono, l
in the literature review do this. ) The result ing symt)olic I'orlll of the equat ions
of motion will be used in three ways. First. the equations of motion will
I)o used t.o generate executable co(h' for simulation aml l)lanning purposes.
Second. the equal ions of motion will be used to analyze syslem controllability.
Third. the equations of motion will 1)e used to consl I'tlcl a [inearized controller
for trajectory tracking I)urposos. The lasl two will be (lone symbolically
an(I the resulting s vml)olic n]aletial will l)e converted to al)propriate code as
necessa 1"3".
The dynamical t\)rmulation thal will I)e used has not been determine(l vet.
A significant part of the research will involve conq)aring the various al)-
preaches and choosing the most appropriate one to ilnplemellt syml)olicall,y.
Approaches to be compared include Newto,>Euler. Lagrange equations (with
Routh's extensions), Hamilton's canonical equations. Kane's equations, and
spatial algebra/screw theory approaches.
To be suitable, the chosen lechnique of generating equations of motion nlusl
be suitable for symbolic implementation, and suitable for efficient sinmla-
tions. The symbolic implementation should also apply typical methods to
improve the efficiency of the code by doing such things as computing COmlnon
subexpressions only once and by precoml)uting time-invariant terlns.
An issue to be addressed is how to adapt existing recursive approaches to
multibody dynamics in free-fall. These fornmlat ions are sat isfactory for sym-
bolic malfipulations for the systems under consideration. Unfortunately. the
numerical implelnentations generally depend on the angular velocity of the
base remaining zero. In free-fall, this is not true. In fact. the angular velocity
and position of the base depends on the motion of all the joints (due to the
conservation of angular monaentum.) Techniques to handle these unknown
quantities during the recursions have not been described in the literature
and will be studied in this research. This may lead to recursive fornmlations
for the angular momentunl of muitibody systelns in free-fall. (Note that
this is not a problem for the sylnbolic use of recursive formulations since the
unknown values are carried along as symbolic values in any case.)
14
T.3.2.5 Design optimal controls to accomplish lnotions
Since tile idea is to I)recon]l)Ule motions, it makes sense to compute tile best
possible motions. Therefore. opt imal control._ approaches will be used to l)la]l
tile motions. It should be noted l liar motions produced b3 this al)proach will
be optimal ill some seYtse bul that tile main goal i,_ to plan motions that are
['easible and avoid extensive cx',li_" motiolis.
There are several l)Ossil)]e apl>roaclles io be consid,'red. Au optimal coiltrol
sc}lellle based on variational analysis and the inaxilillinl 1)rinciple ix a logical
candidate for con]puling the nniltibody inolions, .\l)l)elidi× l] gives a sai]lpIo
of the type of analysis proposed. Tilt' analysis actually used IlltlSl salis['y"
several requirenaents. It nlusi be simple enough and l)redictable to inll_le-
ment via s.ynabolic naanipulatio_. It must produce the sy'stenl of executable
equations (for example, stale alltl coslato eqilalions) which are t'easonably
efficient. The analysis in tile appendix is giveil to i]hlstrate the type of ap-
proach proposed.
Appendix C illustrates the application of the Ol)tilna] control sc]lerne ['rom
Appendix B to an example.
Other approaches were mentioned ill the literature survey. The tec]inique de-
scribed by Tan and Pot ts ill "'A Discrete Path/Trajectory Plallner for Robotic
Arms" is intended for fixed-base arms but is adaptable to this current prob-
lem [107]. It involves constructing a discrete non-linear model of the robot
dynamics[68] which can then be used to construct a large non-linear pro-
gramming problem. The approach is very flexible since it allows constraints
on joint positions, velocities, jerks, and actuator limitations. It can avoid
obstacles and will minimize a user specifiable cost function over the path.
Luus has devised another technique based on dynamic progranm]ing which is
also applicable. In the recent paper "Application of Dynamic Programming
to High-Dimensional Non-Linear Optimal Control Problems." Luus used dy-
namic programming to optimize several non-linear problems subject to input
limitations. In one example, he studied a complex system with eight non-
linear ordinary differential equations and determined optimum control illput
histories.
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3.2.6 Implement symbolic generation of optimal control scheme
Once the optimal conlrol scheme is designed, it must I)e imi)lenwntcd in
terms of synfl)olic manil)ulal ions. An examl)le of lhe type iml)lementation to
accomplish this is given in .\ppendix C. In this example, the optimal coT_!rols
scheme outlined in Al_pendix B is implemented. Sample results in terms of
state and costate C_lllaliol_s arc given t'or examlfle svst,,ms. [']xan_l_lC co, h' is
also shown whicll has beetl generated ['roln these sli-_l(-' _'111([ costal(" eqllat ions.
3.2.7 Precompute motions between selected configurations
In order to prepare the s\st(:lll ['or lnovenlent between configuratiol_s in \at'i-
ous orientat ions. t he necessary molions 1]ltlst be 1)l'('('Ollll)llted. The opl imal
control scheme must be al)l)lic'tl to produce lhe movemenl data necessary for
each motion. This will be inlplemented in the simulalion environment.
The motion sinmlations will invoh'e an extensive anlount of colllputation and
may require assistance from fast mainfl'ame computers. One advantage of
using X-\Vindows in a networked environment it is quite possible for the
sinmlation environmen! to generate (' code R)r the motion simulation, move
this to a remote compuler (perh-aps a super COml)uter). compile the code on
that computer, run it Oll that comi)uter, and return the data to tim simulation
environment wit ]lOUt user int era ct loll.
w
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g , One premise of ibis research is lhat lh(' anu)un! of data generated 1)y th,'
motion simulalions will not ])e ovel'-whelnling. To vali(late that assump-
tion. it is necessary determine how much da|a will be generated for various
situations. Appendi× D contains a derivation of the number of data poinls
that must i)e stored as a function of the various 1)arameters. The resuhing
equation is:
.\DP = :LVo.\j.\Ij.V_, (I)
wllel'e
-¥L) P
.Vo
.\./
.V_
:¥p
= Total nutnl)er of data I)oinls required
= Niilllber of relalive rolations
= .Nulnl)er of johlis or hllerna] OOP
= .Nuinber of (lala pohils por varial)le
(Ntlllll)er of ihne steps + 1)
= Number of poses (or configurations)
=H--
,.--,.
To give some feel for the amount of data indicated l)y this equation, consider
a few examples. Using two configurations and moderately optimistic values
for the parameters in Equation 1. the amount of storage required for several
cases are given in Table I (see Appendix D for details). The first example
Number of .Joints. Aj A'DAT.4 (KB)
3 45.8
6 91.6
I4 213.8
Table 1" Amount of Data Necessary to SIol'e .Motions
uses :Vj = 3 and corresl)onds to a relatively" siml)le mechanism. The second
example uses .\a = 6 and corresponds to a six degree-of-freedom robot. The
last example uses -YJ = 14 and corresponds (roughly) to a human [134].
Although this is a large amount of data. it is within reason. Storing this
amount of data on hard disks is quite feasible. Storing this amount of data
in ROM is possible 1)u! .Vp cannot be very large.
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It may I)e 1)ossil)le to reduce 1he an_ounl of dala to I)e slored I)y oJll, storing
the joint positions during each motion. Joint velocilies and joint torques can
1)e COml)uted on the flv 1)v using recursive inver._e dynamic_ fornmlatiolls.
3.2.8 Adapt compression techniques to compress motion data
For each start.ing configuration and final configuration there will be three
degrees of &eedom in orientat ion that will be simnlaled. This ca_ l_e t l_ought
of as a vector from the center of a sl)here to some I)oinl on it_ Sllrface plus
an angle al)out that vector. One o1" the issues to be examined is how fine
to subdivide these angles. The grid t)oints must l._e close enough together
so that interpolation ])etween nearl)5 tool ions will produce nearly correct
results. This will l)e discussed further in the uext section oil the motion
tracking control system, l-nfortunatelv, increasing the mlml)er of divisions
will tremendously affect the amount of number crunching necessary and the
quantity of resulting data.
Since the motion simulation will produce a tremendous amount of data. an
important component of this work will be how to compress it into a motion
datal:)ase (or library). Consider the plot for one joint position (or control
input) over a motion. This is a single silnple plot. Now consider a set of
these for one of the degrees of freedom in orientation. Each plot of the joint
position can be treated likea scan line of an image so that the set of plots can
be thought of as an image. There are three degrees of freedom so the resulting
data can be thought of as a two dimensional array of images. Since the motion
data can be thought of as images, one approach to compressing this data is
to apply image compression techniques. The current state of the art in inaage
compression for exact reproduction is roughly 3:1 for typical images. In this
case, exact reproduction is not necessary: techniques exist which give nearly
lossless single inaage compressions of roughly 10:1 to 40:1 [32. 10]. When
a number of similar images are compressed, further compression is possible
by exploiting the similarity between the images--resulting in compression
ratios of up to roughly 100:1. With this type of compression, it is possible
to compress an extensive set of data into a reasonable amount of space. It
is expected that the set of pseudo-images will be relatively similar so that
compression techniques will be effective.
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The innag_' (Oml)ression lechniques described typically depend oil tlw inl-
age being composed o[" integer data with limited range, for instance. 0-255.
The joi-nt position and control input data will typically be floating point.
An issue to be addressed is what level of quantization will allow acceptable
reconsi ruction of the joint and control profiles.
There may be a relationship between tile type of compression scheme imple-
menled and how the system will be used. If the mot ions are needed ol't_'n and
_luickly (as it might be for planning), then retreival speed becomes an issue.
The mos! effective image coml)ression techniques depend on reconslruc!ing
1he entireirnage at once. All that will I)e needed in this case is the e(luivalelLt
of one scan line fiom several differenl images. Some compression techni(lnes
may be more efficient for retreiving one scan line al a time from an image
(or set of images).
The computations for compression will be extensive. This is m)t necessarily
a significant problem for an actual application since video compression hard-
ware exists today which can do the necessary compression at video fi'ame
rat es.
3.2.9 Design linearized motion tracking control scheme
Tile process of compression means the reconslructed joint position and con-
trol input profiles will not be exactly what they should be. Also. there will
be uncertainties in the parameters of the actual system. Given the joint
position and control input, profiles necessary to accomplish some configura-
tion and orientation change how can we persuade the system to actually
complete the desired motion? Obviously some type of trajectory tracking
controller will be necessary. There are a number of possibilities here. One
is a time-varying linearized control system. Auother approach is fl_edback
linearization. In the research, various options will be examined.
The controllability of the time-varying linearized system is an important is-
sue that will be addressed. In a sense, the linearized control system controls
the motions in the small at any instant. It will not be fully control]al)le (in
general) since it cannot command motions that violate the angular momen-
tunl const taint.
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A resonal)h, approach (if the mecllanism is suitable) is lo reduce flu' ov, h'r uf
the syslen_ used 'to cletermine the planned motion (for instance, by freezing
some of the joinls). Then, during lhe motion tracking phase, the linearize(I
controller can use those joints to keep the system close to the desired me1 ion.
W
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3.2.10 Implement symbolic generation of linearized controller
Once Th¢' form of the time-varying linearize¢l conf roller is designed, il she,lid
not be (lifficult lo use symbolic manipulatioll to apl)ly il to the eqlmlions of
motion, ht tl,is way. two implementation prol)h'ms can he addressed via sym-
bolic manipulalion. Firsl, the s.vslem will generale (' code to implenu,_t the
linearized feedl)ack control law. This code will not vary during the mot ion.
Second. tile s.Vstem will generate C code lo compute the lime-varying dala
necessary for the linearized controller. This code will be run as necessary to
update the data in the linearized feedback control code.
L
v
3.2.11 Use simulation to verify linearized controller
To test the motion data libraries and linearized controller, the system will
use 1)erform simulations. The system will use st andard multibody simulation
techniques with joint actuator inputs from the linearized controller and mo-
tion libraries. These simulations will test many phases of the research. They
will also give a feel for what kind of accuracy and resolution is necessary in
the motion database to give adequate control with the linearized controller.
3.2.12 Apply system to example multibody systems
To illustrate use of the system and to test it, it will I)e applied to several
example multibody systems in fi'ee-fall, l.'seful examples include two 1)o(.13
systems, tyl)ical space robots, and simplified human models. Although hu-
man motion in free-fall is a desirable application, it may be too ambitious
for initial apl)lications due to its large number of (legrees of freedom.
2O
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3.3 Expected Results and Contributions
It should be holed 1hal no single piece of this research is revolutionary.
At most small extensions from tile stale of the art are proposed. What
makes this research unique is the way the coll'lpollcnls al'e [)lit together.
Nobody has yet successfull.v addressed the end-to-end problem of how to
control mult il)ody sysietns i_l free-fall in real time, -l-his will be the prin+ary
contribution of this z'eseaz'ch.
Other contril)utions will includ<,:
• Exlending recursive nlultil>ody formulations for numerical simulations
of systems in free-fall.
• Embedding the multibody lree strtlcl tll'e ill the software ol)jecls created .'_,
to model it.
• Construction of a flexible, powerful, and portable simuiation environ-
ment which can be applied to real motion problems.
• Design and implemenl al ion of Ol)thna[ control for configurat ion change.
['sing symbolic manipulation to construct the optimal controller.
• Using image compression techniques to colnpress motion data.
• Storing precomputed motions for complex systems for later use. "7
• Using symbolic manipulation to implenaent the time-varying l inearized
motion tracking comroIler.
• Use of symbolic manipulation for dynamics and controls in one inle-
grated system.
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Appendix A. How the Simulation Environ-
ment Might Be Used
The following description explains how tile sinmlat ion environmen! mighl 1)_,
used ill a step-by-sle l) manner. This sequence described here is no! the only
wa.v tile S_'S|(-'III call l)euse(l, but does iIlusl rate flu" basic conlpOllell|S oJ' the,
si nmlat ion sysl era.
°
"2.
User constructs system in sinmlation environment. The start-
ing point of a11alyzblg _11,' mo_ioll of the mu]tibo_]y system is tbr _b_'
user to model tile multil)oely syslelll to l)e analyzed in the sinlub_-
fief| elIvirOlllllellt. This CO,lid ])e (]one ]J+, direct mat_il)ulatiot_ (o_l tb+,
coml)tUer screen) or 1)y tea(ling an al)l)ropriate data file. To specify
the multibody mechanism by direct ntanipulation, the user will select
the links from a catalog of link shapes, specif.', (or modify) the link's
geometric and inertia properties, indicate where any joints woul(l be
located, and what other links are attached to each joint. The system
would then create software objects to model the links and joints. Note
that this would a.utomatically estal)lish tile connectivity (or tree struc-
ture} of the system. The software for each ol)ject wottld know how to
construct the relevant transformat ions (symbolically and numerically)
to determine the robot kinematics. Similarly. the object's code would
also know how to add their con_ponents (symbolically and numerically)
to recursive dynamic formulatiotls.
User chooses typical configurations At this i)oint, the user will
choose typical configurations or poses for tile multil)ody system. The
typical poses will be selected to pul the nmhibody system in vari-
ous useful or desirable configurations. For example, if the system is
a human, a typical configuration might be a straight body with arms
extended. In [21]. Cliff Frohlich gives nine different human body config-
urations that are commonly used by divers and trampolinists. Whether
the body is upside down or righlside up is not important in speci[ving
the configuration. The typical poses will probably include o,fly con-
figm'a_ion infornlation (sucll as joint positions) a11d will 1lot il_c]u(le
joint velocities, hlcluding initial and final velocities in the typical con-
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figuralions will [llcrease ('oml)ulaliou aim >lor;kge requirenleuls by au
unreasonable degree. The system will be ahle to plan individual mo-
tions witll hlilia] and final velocities l)_lt these will not be ilwluded as
part of the precomputation part of lho research. This mav [infi! lhe
usel'uhless of the l)recoml)utation and storage aspect of the research to
human motio_ since large initial and final velocities are often part of
al ]det ic mot ious.
The typical configurations may also 1)e selected to siml)lil_v the s x'ste=ll
dynamics. For it_stanc,t,, the pose migl_t [:,ul t[," v,'ri,,-:Is illto a ue_ttral
position. During the pla3med motion, these i,,it_ts might not 1)_, _ls_,(I
lo reduce the dimensionality of the prolfl,pm.
3. System automatically constructs equations of motion. .\[)er
tlw description of the systelTI is entered, tile systelll will genel'ale the
equations of motion in symbolic form. The simulatiou system will be
able to deal with the dynamics of the system in three ways. First.
it will be able to simulate the multibody system dynamics directly
using standard recursive approaches. Second. it will be able to generate
the equations of motion in a syml)olic form. Third. it will be able to
simulate the nmltil)ody d.x;namics 1)3 using software code generated
fl'om the symbolic representations of the e(luatious of motion.
. System automatically generates optimal controls. Once the
equations of motion are generated in syrul)olic form. the oi)timal con-
trol law for reconfiguration will be derived symbolically. This is wh.v
it is important to generate the equations of motion in symbolic form.
This will also include generation of code to verify whet her the mot ion is
possible (from the analysis of nonlinear controllahilt iy and reachability
analysis).
, System simulates optimal motions. Once the equations of motion
have been generated and the optimal control scheme has been con-
structed, these ,,,,ill be used to simulate optimal motions for orientation
changes between the tyl)ical configurations. During each simulation
the basic datra of control inputs and states during the motion will be
saved. The goal is to simulate the motions from any configuration to
ally other configuration in any other orientation where such motions
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are possible, lIope['ully, the numl)er of typical t'ollfigurations will be
small. (]f the numl)er of typical coufigural ions is large, the amount of
computation and resulting data may ])e excessive.)
System compresses the resulting simulation data into library
of motion data. The preceding slep will generate a large amounl
of dala. The resllItillg IIlOtiOI1 (Iala will colllpressed using image com-
pression tecbni(lues lo construct a (latal-,ase ol" mot ion data (or motiou
library).
, System designs a linearized controller to execute the maneu-
vers in the motion library. At)re 11.' systelll constructs tile motion
library, the lil)rary can l)e used to plan an([ execllte motions. How-
ever. the data compression te(']lniques will hltro(]uce somp errors iuto
the reconstructed mot ion l)rofiles (hw lo qua nl izat ion and t_Iher effects.
This. along with imperfect modeling, indicate a mot ion tracking con-
troller will be necessary. At this point, the simulation environment will
use the symbolic x'ersion of t he equat ions of mot ion to symbolically gen-
erate the necessaLv ]inearized controller to allow the sy'stem to execute
a retreived motiorl profile. This linearize(I controller will be converted
from symbolic form to usable software ('ode for silnu]ation ])url)oses.
(-'_.° User uses system to simulate various motions. Once the previous
steps have been completed, the simulation environment can be used to
simulate motions and test the motion tracking controller. This could
be the goal of the entire system. Consider how such a sy'stenl could be
u sed:
• The user could simulate possible motions just to see_ what they
look like an(l what types of control illpuls are necessar,.
• The system could be used to verify the linearized controller by do-
ing simulations with l)recoml)ute(l motion dala and a l)erturl)ed
system. The control inputs could go iuto a true dynamic simula-
tion to verig" the results.
• A diving coach could use the system to construct a new dive se-
quence and show it to divers in a movie to_'m. This would in-
volve using several intermediate poses and splicing together the
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necessary lnOtions. (]l lnighI also irlv,,Iv,' g,'lior_ilillg specilic nmv
InOl ions or new i11oi ion libraries.) The syStelll would take the sets
of joint position profiles and consl rucl a ]Oliger sequence to sllow
how the motion would look. Individual joinl 11]oi lOllS could be iso-
lated to show tile diver whai It) do and wheli, li is eveli lmS._ibh"
i]]a l this s}steln could be used to discover lllallellVel'S Ilia! have
ilever been thougllt of lJcl'ore.
_hnilar i,echniques could 1)o used wii h asli'Oilatlls Io irain i liClli to
do eolni)ined configuiation and orienl ai ion lilallOilVel'S.
The system could t)e used to COllStrllcl a lliOliOll Iillrary and track-
ing controller for all orbital Sel"CiCillg rohol. l'llis Illlghl in\olv('
generating lleW 1]lotion libraries tailored to specific tasks. The
restllling data and code could be pui inlo RO.M for use on orbit.
One of the goals of this work is Io reduce the arnount of user interaction
necessary. Ideally, steps 1 and 2 would be the only steps the user would have
to supervise. In reality, some interaction will probably be necessary during
some of the other steps as well.
w
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Appendix B. Sample Optimal Control
Analysis
Supl)ose that we have a noTdinear s3slem such as a nmltil,o(1y robot ill free-
fall and we would like to choose a set of control inputs to move the system
['roi11 o11e COllfiglll'al iOl! tO allOthor. Start ])v ])tlttillg ill," O(lllal ions of lllof ion
of the system into lhv following form (this can be dora" synll_olicall.v from the
equaliol|s of 111oIioli):
d
_x = f(x) + g(x)u (2)
where x is a vector (lescril)ing the st ate an(l velocit i(.'s ot' 1lie mllh ibody system
and u is a vector of axailal)le coul rol inputs (su('b as ('o111rol torques at ea('h
joint). This fo,'m was chosen sin('e the e(luatiolls o1" inoliull for nndtil)o(I.v
systems can generally l)e put into this form.
The initial configuration. X(/o) = x0, is known and the goal is to use the
control inputs to move the system into the final configuration, x(tj-) = x I.
( where tI is unspecified). The requirement that t he system a cheive the desired
terminal state can [)e fbrmulated in the termina[ constraint:
_'[x(#i. #] = x - xi = 0 (a)
The terminal constraint is adjoined to the terminal cost (which is zero so far)
by using a vector of constant nmltip]iers, v:
(I)[X(tf). It./'] = vTI/,¢ -----.I.tT(x -- X f) (1-)
The motion should minimize some combination of time required for the me-
lion and control effort of the actuators during the motion. A suitable cost
function is:
£,.] = ¢[x(t_/, t_] + Ldt (.51
where:
1
L -- a + _urBu (6)
0<o < 1 (7)
b,(1-o)>O ifi=j (8)B_.i= 0 ifi#j
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The constant . is t i., ratio l>('lween the col_llhling goals of niininlizing the'
time required for tile motion and minimizing tlu" control effort of the actua-
lors during the motion. If a = 0, then time is of _o concern. If. _ I tl_en
control effort levels are of little concern. Note tha! /3 is positive delinile so
/3 -I exists. Also. since B is diagonal. B -I = 13-T.
Following the typical optimal controls al_proach, the previous constrained
problem can be converted to an unconstrained optimization. This is done
by constructing a modified cost [tlll('tional which enforces t]le equations of
motion I)y adjoining the e(luatiol]s of motion wit Ii [agrange nlultil)liers. ,,_:
to "¢
.2= _,[x(,j).,:] + [I. + .x"i-_ + r + gu/] ,, (_))
To siml)lify the I)rol)h]m. the Hamihonian of lhe _.vslem at some instant in
time is int.roduced:
H = L + ,xr(f + gu) (lO)
Which means t,he modified cost functional is:
• ftlI[H-XTk]dtd = _[x(tj) t:] + (11)
Taking the total variation of .] and integrating by parts results in:
°+ +,s,/= ,_" ,Sx + J,0' es×+ ,;,
t=t I
(12.)
Note that the variation with respect to .X has been omitted since it leads
back to the equations of motion. To force the variation of the modified cost
fimctional. £L to vanish, we choose:
jr = OH
Ox[0o]"_r(ts) = 7x
OH
= 0
Ou
_Sxl,=,0 = 0
t=t I
la)
14)
15)
(16)
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(23)
(24)
The Han_i]tonian is autonomous so _1t = _ = 0. This means that H is
constant on the optimal traj(:clory. Its conslalll value nl_sl l)(' tit(" same as
its final value, tl: = 0. Therefore. II = 0 (m the optimal t raj('ctory.
The final value ol' the cosl ate ve('tt_r. )_. is dotormivl('(I t'r_,)v'n l ll_' l('rmillai cost"
0¢] T (25)
.,x(/:)-- :,: = I._5_xJ,__,,
• 'f
lax J,=,,
= (_,r(x - x:)) (27)
tmt.f
(2s)
=
This indicates that the final value of the costates are unknown constants. In
order to determine their values, consider the Hamihonian at the final time.
Substitute u - -B-lg :r. ,X = t,,. f.f = f(x(/f)), and g/= g(x(/r)) into H:
H
= [a+luTBu+,XT(f+gu)] (29)
- t=t!
!(-B-'g}u) _r_(-B-'g_,.,) + ,,7-(f:+ g:(__-,g_,.,)) (30)
= o + .?
= a+luTg.rB-7"BB-'gf+urf:-u:rg:B-'g_]u (:31)
= , + uTfi - _uT(g:B-lg})u (32)
At the final time. H is:
H = a + r, Tf/-- lr,:r(g.fB-'gf)t,, = 0 (33)
3.O
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"l']u's(" ('lu)io's guaranlee thal the resulting .X an,I u l,rodu<c a .,talionary
value of ,.]. For j to 1)e minimized, lhc second grmlienl must 1)e posilive
dcfinile:
H,,, H,, >0 (17)
whet(' the subscripts represent partial derivatives. This can I)e iml)lemenled
ss'ml)olicai y. I["l his is satisfied, the. the resulii,g coI,1r(,ls will I)e optimal.
See [9. p.50], for a (letaih'dderivation of this rc(luircnwn/. Notclha! I1 .... = t3
whi('l, was cl,os('n 1o I)e l)osil ire (letinite.
:\l_l)13"ing tl,ese resuhs 1o the l)rol,lem at ha,_d giw's:
"" _; ("f)' (18)
OH 0 ==v urB+ Arg 0 (1!))
Ou
Equation (IS) gives the differential equations lot the ('ostate veclor..X. Sol','-
ing Equation (19) for u gives the optimal control law:
u - -B-lgr.X (20)
Since the terminal time. tI. is not specified, it is a free 1)arameter. Treating/:
as a fi'ee parameter produces a modified total variat ion of the cost functional.
(Sj. The previous analysis and choices force all the terms to vanish except
for the variation due to possible changes in the final time:
,5.i = [ Ot + H ,st:
t'=t !
(21)
See [9. p.72], for a detailed derivation of this requirement. Since (I) is au-
,.-_¢
tonomous. _ = 0 and therefore H I = O.
The Hamiltonian. H. is constant as can be seen by taking its derivative with
resl)ect to tilne:
d OH OH • OH OH (.).))
--H - "+ + "+-- --d, -77£ x -aTu o,
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|towever. since 11 --- 0 durhlg the eulire ulolh_li, a sinfilar slatcnlenl i_ lrm'
al the hllia]lime:
l T .... I o.Tfl = o +/.tTfo -- F/.L _got_ t,u )# = 0 (:3-1)
where It = )i(to). fo = f(x(t0)), and go = g(x(/u)). Sol,, lhat /.t is not knowll
l)ul lhal fu and go are l)oth known. (.Nole that if 111i.,, is salisfied al the
inilial lime. tile optimal CO|llrol guaral)l('es thal lh(' sinlilar |'eqllirehle]|( will
])e satisfied at the final time.)
This is a quadratic fornl in /.t. I! d,t'scril)('s a multi-dinl,"nsio||a] surfa,.c.
3[al henlatically. Ibis ¢,quatiot| can have ell lff'r tin, so],ll ion:.-;, a |ulique solul icql.
or |nany solutions.
A Newtol|-Ral)hsoll style SC]lelllf' Call ])e use, I to find a soltltion for /.t if one
exisls. ('onsider the change in II to a small cl,ange in y, near a solmion:
Ho(yi.Y_ ..... y, +-Xyi./g+l ..... /, ) = Hu(_) + _X/g + 0(y:I:35)
'_ ?)/G
If It is near a solution, then Ho(yl./_ ..... Yi + ..__11,./¢i+ 1 ..... /I n ) ._ 0 all([
the O(y:) terms are nearly zero so the resulting equation is:
,9/t,, _,
/,
This equation can be solved for -kyi"
_._iti -
Then Pi can be iml)roved:
:1o(/,)
;)tt, ]
(:36)
(37)
= (/,,.).¢,_ + A/,_ (38)
This is a scalar equation tbl" one tti . The vahles of _ can be deterlnined as
,")It,
follows:
0H0(tt) = f_ _ ttT(goB_lgoT) (:19)
0tt
For COml)utational efficiency, the n ul)date equations of the torln of Equa-
tion (38) can be applied in parallel.
10
iI
I
Some experimetitation may be reqltired to choo_e the w_'ight ilig values ,I ariel
bi to l)roduco reasonable trajectories with reasonable joint actuator levels.
In summary, the system has a set of first-or(ler ordinary dif[erelitial equations
for state and costate. It is a two point boundary [)l'ol)letll where itlitial all(l
final values exist for the siale. The hlilial values or the cosla|e are utlknown
])ut candidates can be found using the .Newton-Rai)hsotl t)l)e al)l)roach ,itlSl
(lescril)e(I. This pvol)lem can 1)e attacked 1)y a shootillg lo_:ltlti(lue. Errors at
the end can I)e used to ilrq)rove the guess of the it_ital <'o.,,tale \'alues. Th,'
only nlo(lficatio,1 needed to this is that the initial co.,,1,_t,' values must 1)e
further modified so that they satisifv the quadratic t'OHll.
F
v
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wAppendix C. Applied Optimal Controls
Example
Appendix C.1. Description
The purpose of Ibis example is to _lemouslrate the lype of syml._lic llla-
nipulation tecllni(l_U's that can I)e al)plh'd to generale optimal controls laws.
Obviously. this requires that the e¢lual ions of mot ion are availai>h' hL s3-nlbolic
forlll.
w
Appendix C.2. MACSYMA Usage Descriptions and
Code
The following description of the function OPTCONT is from the
file OPTCONT.USAGE:
The function OPCONT will take an array of first order ordinary
differential equations with a cost functional and it will derive
and return the optimal control, _he costate equations, the
Hamiltonian, the Hessian of the system. To use this function, the
dynamic system must be put in the form of a list of first order
differential equations of the form:
dx
-- = f(x,u)
dt
USAGE: OPTCONT(odes,L,x_name,u_name);
INPUTS :
odes : list of first order ordinary differential equations, eg,
[dx1/dt = f1(x,u), dx2/dt = f2(x,u) .... ]
describing the dynamics of the system.
L : the cost functional of the system (in terms of x and u);
[scalar function of x,u]
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x_name : list of names of the states used in odes and L.
Must be in the same order and in one-to-one corrspondence
with the variables in the left hand sides in the odes.
u_name : list of names of the control inputs used in f and L.
===
w
OUTPUTS:
m_
i
"iiiiL
w
A list composed of:
costate : List of the costate first-order ode equations in terms
of the original state variable names and new multiplier
variables, Li.
costate_names : a List of the newly introduced costate names
u_opt : List of Optimal controls
H : The Hamiltonian of the system, H = L + LT*f [scalar
function]
B_hess : The hessian of H,
H_hess - [ Hxx Hxu ]
[ Hux Huu ]
This can be used to determine if the generated control
inputs are optimal. [(n+m) x (n+m) MATRIX of scalar
functions]
HOTE: The list costate contains variables of the form L1,L2,L3...
This function uses KILL on all of these it uses, so existing
variables with names of this form will be destroyed.
By: Jonathan M. Cameron
The MACSYMA code for the function OPTCONT follows:
OPTCONT(odes,L,x_name,u_name) :=
BLOCK([ n : Length(odes), /* lumber of states */
m : Length(u_name), /* lumber of controls */
Lambda, U_Eqns, Hx, Hu, i, j,
costate, u_opt, H, H_hess],
13
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/* Construct list of lambdas */
Lambda : [],
for i:1 thru n do
Lambda : append(Lambda, [concat('L,i)] ),
Apply( 'KILL, Lambda),
/* Form the Hamiltonian */
H : L,
for i: I thru n do
H : H + Lambda[i]*RHS(0des[i]),
/* Construct costate equations */
Hx : [],
for i:I thru n do
Hx : append(Hx, [diff(H,x_name[i])]),
costate : [],
for i:I thru n do (
Depends (Lambda [i], T),
costate : append(costate, [diff(lambda[i],T)=-Hx[i]])
),
/* Solve for the optimal controls */
Hu: [],
for i:1 thrum do
Hu : append(Hu, [diff(H,u_name[i] )] ) ,
U_Eqns : _,
for i:I thrum do
U_Eqns : append(U_Eqns, [0 = Hu[i]]),
u_opt : Solve(U_Eqns,u_name),
/* Generate the Hessian */
H_hess : ZEROMATRIX(n+m,n+m), /*
/* Do the Hxx block _/
for i:l thru n do
for j:l thru n do
H_hess[i,j] : diff(Hx[j], x_name[i]),
/* Do the Hxu block */
for i:I thru n do
for j:1 thrum do
H_hess[i,j+n] : diff(Hu[j], x_name[i]),
/* Do the Hux block */
for i:1 thrum do
for j:1 zhru n do
H_hess[i+n,j] : diff(Hx[j], u_name[i]),
/, H_hess = [Hxx Hxu] */
[Hux Huu] */
44
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/* Do the Huu block */
for i:I thrum do
for j:l thrum do
H_hess[i+n,j+n] : diff(Hu[j], u_name[i]),
/* Return the results */
[costate, lambda, u_opt, H, H_hess]
)$
The following description of the function SIMPCONT is from tile
file SIMPCONT.USAGE:
SIMPCONT is a function which will take lists of state and costate
first order ordinary differential equations, the optimal control,
and other outputs of 0PTCONT and will substitute in the optimal
control in the state ODEs and then solve as many of the ODEs as
possible. The resulting system is ready to simplify via boundary
conditions.
USAGE:
SIMPCONT(state_odes,costate_odes,u_opt,state_names,costate-names);
INPUTS:
state_odes : List of first order ordinary differential equations
[dxl/dt = f1(x,u), dx2/dt = f2(x,u) .... ] describing
the dynamics of the system.
costate_odes : List of first order ordinary differential equations
derived for optimal control by OPTCONT
u_opt : list of optimal controls derived by OPTCONT
state_names : list of the names of the states
costate_names : list of the names of the costates (generated bY
OPTCONT)
OUTPUTS:
45
EA list composed of:
new_system : Lis¢ of the nev simplified set of state and costate
equat ions
new_names : List of the names of the states or costates in
new_system
constants : List of the new constants generated by solutions of
ODEs
By: Jonathan M. Cameron
The MACSYMA code for the flmction SIMPCONT follows:
SIMPCONT(state,costate,u_opt,state_name,costate_name) :=
BLOCK([ n : Length(state),
m : Length(u_opt),
ne._system : [],
neE_name : [] ,
const_num : O,
constants : [],
i, ii, soln],
/* Substitute the optimal dontrols into the state equations */
for i:I thrum do
for ii:1 thru n do
state[ill : LHS(state[ii]) = subst(u_opt, RHS(state[ii])),
/* check each of the costate ODEs and try to solve them */
for i:1 thru n do (
soln : ode2(costate[i],costate_name[i],t),
if soln # 'FALSE then (
soln : subst(concat('C,const_num),_C,soln),
constants : append([concat('C,const_num)], constants),
const_num : const_num + 1,
/* Do substitutions _ith soln to eliminate the costate */
for ii:l thru n do (
state[ill : LHS(state[ii]) = subst(soln,RHS(state[ii])),
costate[ii] : T-RS(costate[ii]) = subst(soln,RHS(costate[ii]))
),
for ii:1 thru length(new_system) do
_6
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new_system [ii] :
LHS(new_system[ii] ) = subst (soln,_HS(new_system[ii]) )
)
else (
new_system : append(new_system, [costate[i]]),
new_name : append(new_name, [costate_name[i]])
)
),
/* check each of the state ODEs and try to solve them _/
for i:l thru n do (
soln : ode2(state[i],state_name[i],t),
if soln # 'FALSE then (
soln : subst(concat('C,const_num) ,7.C,soln).
constants : append([concat('C,const_num)], constants),
const_num : const_num + I,
/_ Do substitutions with soln to eliminate the state _/
for ii:1 thru n do (
state[ii] : LHS(state[ii]) = subst(soln,RHS(state[ii])),
costate[ii] : LHS(costate[ii]) = subst(soln,RHS(costate[ii]))
),
for ii: I thru lenEth(ne._system) do
ne._system[ii] :
LHS(new_system[ii] ) = subst(soln,RRS(new_system[ii] )),
/_ Add this solution to the system */
new_system : append(new_system, [soln]),
new_name : append(new_name, [state_name[ill )
)
else (
ne,_system : append(new_system, [state Ei]]),
new_name : append(new_name, [state_name[ill)
)
),
/* Return the results */
Declare(constants, constant),
[new_system, new_name, constants]
)$
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Appendix C.3. Sample MACSYMA Session Output
T'he following output is fiom a ._I,-\(.'S'__] A ._('ssion using lh(, funct ions OPT-
(. O. T and SI.XIP( ON Y ou a simp/,' l)rol)lem.
(C3) load(opccont);
Batching the file USERDI:[CAMERON.PROP]optcont.mac;60
Batchload done.
(D3) USERDI:[CAMERON.PROP]op¢cont.mac;60
(C4) load(simpcont);
Batching the file USERDI:[CAMERON.PROP]simpcont.mac;33
Batchload done.
(D4) USERDI:[CANERON.PROP] simpcont.mac;33
(CS) kill(x,v,u);
(DS) DONE
(C6) depends([x,v,u],t);
(D6) ['X(T), V(T), U(T)]
(C7) sCate_eqns :
(D7)
(C8) szate_names :
[diff(x,t)=v,diff(v,t)=u];
dX dV
[-- = V, -- = V]
dT dT
["x, 'v] ;
(D8) [X, V]
4S
(C9) control_names : ['u];
(D9) [u]
(CIO) L : 0.5.u'2;
2
(DIO) 0.5 U
(Cli) /* Find the optimal control and costate equations */
results : optcont(state_eqns,L,state_names,control_names)$
(C12) costate_eqns : results[l];
dL1 dL2
(D12) [.... O, -.... LI]
dT dT
(C13) costate_names : results[2];
(D13)
(C14) opt_control : results[3];
(Dl4)
[LI, L2]
[U = - L2]
(C15) B : results[4];
(D15)
(C16) Bessiam : results[5];
(D16)
2
LIV + 0.5 U + L2 U
[o o o]
[ ]
[o o o]
[ ]
[o o I]
19
w (C17) /* Solve as many of the ODEs as possible */
results :
simpcont(state_eqns,costaCe_eqns,opt_control,state_names,costate-names)$
DUBO:[MACSYMA_412.ODE]ode2.fas;1 being loaded.
w
(C18) system : results Ill;
(D18)
2 2
CO T CO T
[X = T (...... Cl T + C3) + C2, V = CI T + C3]
2 2
(C19) names : results[2];
(D19) [X, V]
(C20) constants : results[3];
(D20) [C3, C2, CI, CO]
(D21) DONE
Tile next step depends on the l>rol)lem to l)e solved. Ill this case. it is not har(l
to apply inita] and final state values to resohe the resulting constants. In this
example, the costate and state differential e(lualions were soh'ed COml)letely.
This will not happen with lhe lyl)e o[ systems to l>e considered in this re-
search. In general, some <liffereulial e(lualions will be produced. In any case.
it is not difficult to take the results of SI._IP('ONT and use ._IACSY.M.\
to convert it to C or FORTRA.X code for simulation purposes. Symbolic
manipulation systems such as MA('SY_IA and .Mathematica have powerful
capabilities to generate program code.._ function to take the results of SI._I-
PCONT and generate code could also perform various optimizations such as
computing common terms on].v once.
5O
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Appendix D. Movement Library Size
Requirements
In order to validat(' the premise that tile amoum of data If,at will I)_. sav<'_l
is not too excessive, an eslimale is presented iu this al)pendix.
"_File motions will move flu' syslem from one coml_ination of orielltalitm al_,l
configuralion lu another cond)il)aliou of orie1_la1ion and configuratioi3, b_il)-
pose lhe goal is Io move l'roln Olle typical configuration Io anollu'r _ypical
configuration. Since the syslem is in free-fall, the fi.al conlig_u'alio1_ l_as
l ]free degrees o1" allil Hd_' frt'edolll '_s.'ilh resl>e(l Io I h_' Mar! illg ('olj[iglll'al bol|.
Think of this as the poinl., on a ullil sphere aud auolhm degree of free, h,m
about a line fi'om the cenler of 11," unit splmre Io the l)Oinls on file s;irlace
of the sphere. In order to lesselale the unil sphere, a procedure based on
constructing geodesics from icosahedrons can be used [13]. The tlcgree o["
the tesselation is Q. To tesselate the unit sphere so that there is an angle of
approximately o between vertices, and:
Q = int[arctan(2)/a] (-10)
where Q = degree o[" tesse]ation (-ll)
= approxin]ale angle between verteces
Therefore. the total nulnber relative orientations that must be considered for
moving from one configuration to arlolher is:
No = Number of relative orientations (42)
_ 2:,[10Q+ 2] (4a)
O
For each orientation, the .joint positions, velocities, torques must be saved
over the motion. So the number of data points for one motion is:
A\u = Number of data I)oints per motion (44)
= 3:Va,\'_ (45)
where .\_ = Number of joints (46)
.VD = Number of data points per variable
51
= _
@
@
Muhiplving .Vo and -X-.wgiv_ the nunll)er <,f data poinls zlec'es_ary to stor_'
the motions from one configuration to another.
-\\_l p = Number of data points to move fi'om
one configuration to another
= -\'O-¥M
= :LXo.\b.Vn
{-_7}
{48)
(4{})
{._o)
Now assume there ar{' .Vp typical con[igllralions. Flw 1oral ,luml)er data
points to for motions t'ron_ any configuration to any other is:
-\m' = Totalnuml)erofdata points {51)
:
= 3AoA).'<o [.\>(_re - l) + .\el {53)
= 3.VoAT.vo.\'_ {_i)
where the term ('?) in Equation {.52) gives the nu,nber of pairs of coll_g-
urations. The factor of "2 is necessary because the inotions for each I)air of
configurations could consi(lered in either direction. The next term..YR, ac-
counts for motions from one configuration 1)ack to the same configuration in
a {lifferent orientation.
Given a data COml)ression ratio of ('R to 1 and assuming that the floating
point value for each data point can be quantized to S bits (or a byte), the
amount of data (in KB or kilobytes) is:
•\-DAT 4 = Total amount of data in I'( Bytes (.55)
.\'DP
- I,:B (.56)
1024 C'n
To give some feel for the alnount of data indicated 1)y these equations, con-
sider a few exami)les. For 10 ° orientation resolution. Q _ 6 and No = 13. 032.
For each example .VD = 10..Yp = 2. and ('n = 100. The results are given in
Table 1 on l}ago 17.
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